


A further improvement of the performane guarantee for the approximationof graph-oloringVangelis Th. PashosLAMSADE, Université Paris-DauphinePlae du Maréhal De Lattre de Tassigny, 75775 Paris Cedex 16, Franepashos�lamsade.dauphine.frMarh 17, 2000AbstratThe purpose of this note is to prove that minimum graph oloring an be approximatedin polynomial time within approximation ratio the maximum between O(n= log`(n)�1 n)and O(� log log�= log�) where n and � are the order and the maximum degree of theinput-graph. If the maximum is realized by the �rst quantity, then it outer-performs thebest known approximation ratio � funtion of n � for oloring, while, if it is realized by theseond quantity, it outer-performs the best known approximation ratio, funtion of �.Consider a graph G = (V;E) of order n. In minimum graph-oloring, denoted by C in whatfollows, we try to olor V with as few olors as possible so that no two adjaent verties reeivethe same olor. Sine adjaent verties are forbidden to be olored by the same olor, a feasiblesolution of C is a partition of V into independent sets. So, the optimal solution of C, denotedby �(G), is a minimum-ardinality partition into independent sets. Given that C is NP-hard,we are interested in polynomial time algorithms providing, for all instanes, feasible solutionsthe values of whih are as lose as possible to the value of the optimal ones. Suh algorithmswill be alled polynomial time approximation algorithms (PTAA). The performane guarantee ofa PTAA A for an instane I of a minimization (maximization) problem �, alled approximationratio and denoted by �A(I), is the value of the solution omputed by A on I divided by theoptimal value of I. The approximation ratio �A is the largest (smallest) ratio, over all instanesof a given size, guaranteed by A. The approximation ratio for �, denoted by ��, is the smallest(largest) �A, over all approximation algorithms A for �. In the sequel we denote by IS themaximum independent set problem. For a set U � V , we denote by G[U ℄ the sub-graph of Gindued by U . Finally, we denote by �(G) the stability number (ardinality of a maximumindependent set) of G and by � the maximum degree of G. It is well-known that�(G)�(G) > n (1)In terms of n, the best-known approximation ratio for C is O(n log2 logn= log 3n) ([4℄). In termsof �, the best-known approximation ratio for C is �=3 and ensues from [6℄.The following �exavation shema�, exeuted with parameters G and INDEPENDENT_SET whereINDEPENDENT_SET is any IS-algorithm, is originally introdued in [5℄ for approximately solving C.BEGIN *EXCAVATION*REPEAT S INDEPENDENT_SET(G);olor the verties of S by the same not already used olor;G G[V n S℄; 1



UNTIL G beomes empty;OUTPUT X the set of used olors;END. *EXCAVATION*The exavation shema above have an interesting property (proved in [5℄ for the ase where S isa maximum independent set and generalized in [1℄ for the ase where S is any independent set):�EXCAVATION 6 lnn�INDEPENDENT_SET (2)In [2℄ a PTAA, alled CLIQUE_REMOVAL, is devised guaranteeing approximation ratio O(log2 n=n)for IS. In [3℄, we re�ne the analysis of [2℄ and prove thatfor every funtion ` suh that, 8x > 0, 0 < `(x) � log log x there exist onstants �and K suh that algorithm CLIQUE_REMOVAL omputes, for every graph G of or-der n > �, an independent set S suh that if �(G) > `(n)n log logn= log n, thenjSj > K log`(n) n.In what follows, we onsider `(n) onstant and denote it by `; we denote by EXHAUST, anexhaustive-searh algorithm for C and by �_COLOR the �-oloring algorithm of [6℄. Withoutloss of generality we suppose that verties are olored by 1; 2; : : : Moreover, let K and � be as inthe quoted proposition above.BEGIN *COLOR*IF n 6 � THEN OUTPUT EXHAUST(G) FIS CLIQUE_REMOVAL(G);i 1;X̂ ;;WHILE jSj > Klog`n DOolor S by olor i;X̂ X̂ [ fig;i i+ 1;G G[V n S℄;IF G = ; THEN OUTPUT X̂ FIS CLIQUE_REMOVAL(G);OD~X �_COLOR(G);OUTPUT X X̂ [ ~X;END. *COLOR*The WHILE-loop of the algorithm above is an appliation of EXCAVATION(G,CLIQUE_REMOVAL).Observe also that, for every iteration i of the WHILE-loop, if we denote by Gi the graph � inputof iteration i (G1 = G) and by ni its order, then�CLIQUE_REMOVAL (Gi) > K log` nini (3)Denote now by Ĝ the subgraph of G indued by the union of the independent sets S oloredduring the exeutions of the WHILE-loop, and by n̂ its order. Then, by the property of exavationshema (expression (2)) and by expression (3):�EXCAVATION �Ĝ� 6 ln n̂K log` n̂n̂ = log n̂log eK log` n̂n̂ > n̂k log`�1 n̂ (4)2



Let ~G be the subgraph of G input of algorithm �_COLOR (i.e., ~G = G[V n V (Ĝ)℄), ~n be its orderand ~� be its maximum degree. Observe that, following the quoted proposition above,�� ~G� 6 `~n log log ~nlog ~n (1)=) �� ~G� > log ~n` log log ~n (5)Appliation of �_COLOR in ~G will ompute a set ~X of olors verifying (using expression (5))��_COLOR � ~G� = ��� ~X����� ~G� 6 ~�log ~n` log log ~n = ~�` log log ~nlog ~n 6 ~�` log log ~�log ~� (6)Using expressions (4) and (6), the following holds for the set X of olors omputed by algorithmCOLOR: jXj = ���X̂���+ ��� ~X��� 6 �EXCAVATION �Ĝ���Ĝ�+ ��_COLOR � ~G��� ~G�6 maxn�EXCAVATION �Ĝ� ; ��_COLOR � ~G�o���Ĝ�+ �� ~G�� (7)Obviously, both �(Ĝ) and �( ~G) are smaller than �(G); hene, by expression (7) one gets�COLOR = jXj�(G) 6 max( 2n̂k log`�1 n̂ ; 2 ~�` log log ~�log ~� ) 6 max� 2nk log`�1 n; 2�` log log�log� � :In all, the following theorem has been proved by the above disussion.Theorem 1. �C 6 max�O� nlog`�1 n� ; O��log log�log� �� :Let ` > 5. If the maximum in theorem 1 is realized by the term n=(log`�1 n), then, theorem 1improves the ratio of [4℄) by a fator 
(log2 log n log`�4 n). On the other hand, suppose that themaximum is realized by �log log�= log�. Then, theorem 1 largely improves the ratio of [6℄)and onstitutes the �rst o(�) ratio for C.Referenes[1℄ L. Alfandari and V. T. Pashos. Master-slave strategy and polynomial approximation. Com-put. Opti. Appl. To appear.[2℄ B. B. Boppana and M. M. Halldórsson. Approximating maximum independent sets by ex-luding subgraphs. BIT, 32(2):180�196, 1992.[3℄ M. Demange and V. T. Pashos. Maximum-weight independent set is as �well-approximated�as the unweighted one. Cahier du LAMSADE 163, LAMSADE, Université Paris-Dauphine,1999.[4℄ M. M. Halldórsson. A still better performane guarantee for approximate graph oloring.Inform. Proess. Lett., 45(1):19�23, 1993.[5℄ D. S. Johnson. Approximation algorithms for ombinatorial problems. J. Comput. SystemSi., 9:256�278, 1974.[6℄ L. Lovász. Three short proofs in graph theory. J. Combin. Theory Ser. B, 19:269�271, 1975.3


